Figure 1. Pyramid Model of International Sport Governance
model, which brings forth the incompatibility problems in IPSAs cases that lead to the process of SAR. Figures 1-3 describe the pyramid model of international sport governance (Weatherill, 2005) . The infrastructure and grassroots start with the sport clubs, which in the early stages of athletic talent development are the centers of attention, next to recreational and school sport programs. These junior clubs are directly funded and supported by the main sporting club, which selects the most talented athletes for participation in the respective age group, progressing to the senior club. These clubs form regional associations and organize local and regional competitions and leagues, sanctioned by the respective National Federation (NF) and National Governing Body (NGB). These NFs are members of the Continental Federation (CF), for example UEFA for European soccer, and FIBA Europe for European basketball. The overarching authority lies with the International Sport Federation (ISF), which has the oversight of rules In Figure 3 , at the bottom of the pyramid, one notes the existence of both educational institutions' competitions educational institutions' competitions are secondary to club competitions. The problem for IPSAs lies precisely participate in the top leagues (e.g., "Super Leagues" in soccer, A1 or A2 in basketball, etc), which presumably involve professional players. These top leagues may be organized by professional club associations (e.g., English Premier League soccer, or ESAKE for Greek A1 basketball), as opposed to the traditional model of the statesupported national federation organizing top competitions (e.g., Greek Basketball Federation organizing the top competition prior to ESAKE). In recent years, private entities either created or entertained the notion of creating private top-level professional competitions. For example, the Union of professional basketball leagues (ULEB) organized the Euroleague, the top competition in European basketball. Conversely, the G14, until 2008 the eighteen most powerful soccer clubs in Europe, considered creating a breakaway private "Champions' League." For the time private Euroleague lasted from 2000 through 2003, before ULEB joined forces once again with FIBA Europe to organize Pan-European top club-competitions jointly. Similarly, in 2008 the G14 settled with FIFA/UEFA, the latter still maintaining the reigns for the highly lucrative Champions' League in European soccer.
According to NCAA DI legislation, which has undergone various changes in the period 1998-2010, if one player is a professional on a team (i.e., signed contract, receiving above and beyond permissible expenses per Bylaw 12) then the entire team is rendered professional, including young IPSAs. The clubs may alternatively participate competition with professionals, according to the facts of each case.
It was through this model of global sport governance that Radojevic was minted as a highly touted DI prospect. Similarly to many IPSAs cases, Radojevic pursued the US college basketball transition via the Junior College route (Barton County Community College in Great Bend, Kansas), prior to the much anticipated transfer to a major DI program. This recruitment, however, did not have a happy ending for any of the parties involved. In a process that spanned February through May of 1999 (O'Brien v. Ohio State Univ., 2006 , the NCAA SAR staff and Committee delivered opinions according to which Radojevic should not be reinstated, as he had compromised his section. Ironically, during the same timeframe (March-April 1999) Ohio State men's basketball experienced its most successful season in recent memory, advancing to the Final Four, and securing national coach of the year for the previous year, 1998-1999, the season in which the Radojevic recruitment occurred. The new contract was much more favorable for the coach (O'Brien v. Ohio State Univ., 2006, p. 5) , and it was this contract that was the subject of dispute in O 'Brien v. Ohio State. this stage, and during the recruiting process, Coach O'Brien arranged to have a $6,000 "loan" delivered to the the request are sketchy" (O'Brien v. Ohio State Univ., 2006, p. 3) . It was mentioned during depositions that the guardian of Radojevic (O'Brien v. Ohio State Univ., 2006, p. 3) . Patrovic received the $6,000 from Assistant Coach circumstances" that prompted him to provide the loan and not his interest in Radojevic as a prospective Ohio State student-athlete (O'Brien v. Ohio State Univ., 2006, p. 4) . In the interim, the NCAA, and shortly thereafter Ohio State Athletics staff, became aware of the existence of Radojevic's contract with Buducnost. Nevertheless, Ohio State Intent with Ohio State on November 11, 1998. During Ohio State's Final Four season in March of 1999, athletic administrators were battling for Radojevic's reinstatement. Knowing of the Buducnost contract, the Ohio State Compliance staff followed normal procedure, declared their highly touted prospect ineligible, and pursued his reinstatement to eligibility through the SAR process.
Instead, he declared for the 1999 NBA draft and was drafted 12 th overall in June of that year.
Student-Athlete Reinstatement
The SAR process is described in Figures 4-8 Past research (Kaburakis, 2005; Kaburakis, 2007; Pierce, Kaburakis, & Fielding, 2008 , 2010 has indicated that cases such as Radojevic's, where PSAs are declared permanently ineligible, amount to only 5% of the total number of SAR cases. The majority of cases are reinstated with withholding conditions, such as repayment of prize money or being withheld from competition. It is also worth noting, however, that in the cases which do feature withholding conditions, the vast majority of those prospects are IPSAs (Mangarelli, 2009 ).
Figures 5 and 6 describe the new SAR process as part of the ACP at the NCAA Eligibility Center. One observes that in the new ACP the institution has additional options to challenge negative developments in the review of cases, starting with appeals at the Amateurism Fact Finding Committee and eventually the Amateurism Cabinet ( Figure 6 , process arrow 1). Thereafter, the institution can always challenge the interpretation of a regulation or policy via the Kaburakis, 2010a, and Kaburakis, 2010b) , in the 2009-2010 legislative cycle, led to an amateurism policy overhaul, as it preemptively treats the preenrollment competition with professionals issue by allowing it without withholding conditions, provided there have
Student-Athlete Reinstatement Process

NBA-FIBA Agreement
By late in the spring of 1999 when the SAR process concluded, Radojevic was able to receive the due attention by NBA scouts, and eventually landed a very high draft selection (12 th overall by the Toronto Raptors) in late June 1999. Nonetheless, the impact of the preexisting contract with Buducnost on his prospective employment by the Toronto Raptors complicated matters. According to the agreement the NBA had signed with FIBA, there would be no release of players under an existing contract with a FIBA club. This was precisely the object of the international arbitration that ensued, to determine whether there was indeed a valid and binding contract in existence between Radojevic and Buducnost. The wording of the NBA-FIBA agreement in regard to forms of compensation, the norms arbitration under the agreement. It is worth noting that during the international arbitration that followed there was no to the Radojevic family. Thus, it was not until years later, during the Salyers depositions, that O'Brien's conduct was discovered, thus triggering the NCAA Enforcement mechanism elaborated below.
SAR conditions on professional competition amateurism violations
Prior to first opportunity to enroll (e.g. pre-HS graduation)
1for1, 1year max
After first opportunity to enroll (e.g. post-HS graduation) According to the agreement, a player moving from a FIBA team to an NBA team requires a letter of clearance from the respective Federation (Agreement, 1997, p. 5 § 3.1). The only ground on which the letter of clearance may be denied after the request of the NBA team (in the Radojevic case, the Toronto Raptors), "is that the player is subject to an existing and validly binding Player Contract" (Agreement, 1997, p. 5 § 3.2) .
Any dispute as to whether a player is subject to an existing and validly binding Player Contract with any FIBA team, or whether such Player Contract has been properly and effectively terminated, shall be resolved (Agreement, 1997, p. 6 § 3.3) . 
The Arbitration
At the request of the Toronto Raptors, the arbitration hearing took place in London, England, on August 19, 1999, and Iain Patrick Travers, the international arbitrator mutually appointed by FIBA and the NBA, delivered the award. The Raptors moved for arbitration as the request of a letter of clearance for Radojevic was denied by the European basketball federations, members of FIBA Europe, traditionally have been disinclined to release players wishing to continue their careers in the NBA. Several of these federations would err on the side of interpreting a questionable contractual agreement as valid and binding (as demonstrated in the aforementioned arbitration awards). Such international sport governing bodies' administrators have often embellished the differences between the NBA and European basketball (Vassilakopoulos, quoted in Kaburakis, 2007, p. 117 fn. 6).
The two major legal questions the arbitrator was called to answer in the proceedings were whether Radojevic been properly and effectively terminated. It was undisputed that Radojevic entered into a contract with Buducnost on May 30, 1996. One of the contract's highlights and the core of the dispute was this clause: "For the following two seasons have elapsed" (In re: Toronto Raptors v. Buducnost, p. 5, § (f).)
Radojevic was examined-in-chief by his counsel and cross-examined by Dr. Dirk Reiner Martens, who represented FIBA and Buducnost in this arbitration (as well as the ones to follow in Tsakalidis, 2000, and Parker, 2001) . Interestingly, according to the arbitrator's own account, Radojevic was honest, "to the extent that, on occasion, he gave answers which might not have been entirely helpful to his cause" (In re: Toronto Raptors v. Buducnost, p. 7, § 13) . The balance of interests weighed in this arbitration was eloquently expressed as the player's "future livelihood… [in] that the outcome of this arbitration will have important human consequences" and the fundamental contractual theorem that "an individual must comply with a contract that he enters into" (In re: Toronto Raptors v. Buducnost, p. 7, § 13).
Arbitrator Travers noted three issues he attempted to resolve during the course of the hearings, with the second and third being mutually complementing as the same issue:
( 1) in the NBA-FIBA agreement, thus a written agreement which requires the performance of services as a (2) Whether or not Buducnost was in breach of the obligations owed by it to Radojevic by failing to pay amounts required under the contract and, if it was in breach, whether Radojevic was entitled to, and did, treat that breach as a repudiatory breach of that contract. (3) Whether or not Buducnost failed to provide the medical aid that it was obliged to provide to Radojevic under that contract and, if it did so fail, whether Radojevic was entitled to, and did, elect to treat that breach as a repudiatory breach of that contract (In re: Toronto Raptors v. Buducnost, § 14) .
The Contractual Issue
of compensation for the last three years of the agreement. They claimed that the failure to include such a material
It is insightful to include the respondents' counterarguments, evident of the culture and past practice especially in former Eastern Block countries in regard to the relationships between professional athletes, teams, and the overarching auspices of the respective sport federation. Arguing that the compensation for the remaining three years
[I]n order to protect players from being exploited for a salary below a fair and equitable amount the Federation by them with Aleksandar Radojevic is not unique but is, in fact, universally applied throughout former that the teams invest their limited means, not in excessive salaries for players, but in the formation of young players. They say that the draftsmen of the 14 March 1997 agreement did not have in mind a situation such as the above. They say that the circumstances that the agreement [were] intended to deal with were where a Club would simply sign a young player without any meaningful compensation, just to be able to collect a very high amount of money when the player is transferred to another Club (In re: Toronto Raptors v. Buducnost, p. 9, § 18). and the ensuing arbitrations, thus demonstratively problematic in view of the NBA-FIBA agreement's possible future amendments. The respondents did go the length of the legal argument, supporting that lodging, meals, medical aid, and necessary support should be construed as "other compensation. alternative dispute resolution; rather, it was the international arbitrator's interpretation of the particular clauses validly binding Player Contract, the outcome of such arbitration would have been much less entangled and controversial, considering regional culture, practice, and sport policy. It would have been much clearer a validly binding Player Contract.
but against a reasonably prudent approach that would render the employer abiding by regional policy. The feasibility of providing with better care did not constitute a differentiating factor for this arbitration, and the issue of Buducnost's alleged breach was not analyzed further.
cancel the contract by a unilateral statement of will had not arisen at the time of Radojevic's departure for the U.S. Stated differently, one could propose that there was a mutual breach of contract thereafter, since the
Contemporary Dispute Resolution
Established in 2007, there is currently another avenue for resolving such contractual disputes between players and FIBA teams, the FIBA Arbitral Tribunal (FAT), provided there is a clause for such alternative dispute resolution (ADR) stipulated in the contract (FIBA Arbitral Tribunal, n.d. b). Given time and education of FIBA member federations' administrators, contemporary FIBA teams' contracts with their players should feature such a stipulation retrieve the most up-to-date resources, commencing with links included in the references' section of the manuscript, and revisit regularly as they may be edited on the FIBA website under (the new) Basketball Arbitral Tribunal (BAT) presentation per: )
On the appellate level, the only recourse after FAT awards is submitting matters to the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS). According to recent accounts (Dedes & Zaglis, 2006) , CAS has been acknowledged as the world's foremost legal authority on sport matters and the preferred ADR means of most international sport federations (ISFs), either as a stricto sensu arbitrating body, or as an appellate body for decisions of internal committees and ADR mechanisms of ISFs, e.g. FIBA's FAT or FIFA's Dispute Resolution Chamber (DRC). While both CAS and FAT proceedings are held according to Swiss Law, FAT decisions appealed to CAS cannot be appealed to the Swiss Federal Tribunal; as with the international arbitration analyzed herein, FAT procedure does not oblige the arbitrator to use a particular Law on the merits when deciding on a case, rather selecting "general considerations of justice and fairness", absent parties' choice to the contrary, opting for a particular legal system (FIBA Arbitral Tribunal, n.d. a, p. 8 § 15).
There are three important points to consider when analyzing such cases and forecasting future prospects for dispute resolution. Each point refers to international sport governing bodies' relations:
Any dispute between an NBA team and a FIBA team over a particular player, including resolution of the player's contractual dispute with the player's (former) FIBA team, would generally be governed by any standing NBA-FIBA agreement. Practically, however, with the evolution of FAT as an ADR avenue for FIBA teams' contractual disputes, the international arbitrator deciding the NBA-FIBA dispute will in all likelihood defer to FAT for a prior resolution of the contractual matter, and then proceed with resolving the NBA-FIBA dispute, based on what the FAT arbitration awarded on the contractual matter. Furthermore, as a direct result of the FAT's advent, it becomes even more so imperative to update the NBA-FIBA agreement, fora. It would be forthcoming if FIBA clubs' contracts contained precise language, including pre-stated liquidated damages clauses by which an NBA team could buy-out the remaining duration of a player's contract, avoiding time-consuming litigation, or ADR. As the arbitration at hand demonstrated, the imprecision of a contract's operational language can lead to detrimental entanglements serving neither party.
The contribution of CAS may prove instrumental in these matters, in addition to the multi-faceted service it has provided sport in the past 20 years. It would not be inopportune to assign arbitral awards emanating from NBA-FIBA disputes directly to CAS at some point. Furthermore, the international arbitrators involved in CAS decisions enjoy world legal acclaim and are of acknowledged objectivity. As was established during times of friction in the world of international basketball administration, whilst the Union of Professional Basketball Leagues (ULEB) had decided to sever its ties with FIBA and organize members of FIBA any longer, they were not subject to any FIBA binding agreements with the NBA, and absent an alternative agreement, e.g. ULEB-NBA, the players could be signed by the NBA teams as free agents (P. Dedes, personal communication, July 27, 2007) . Perhaps fortunately, FIBA Europe's agreement with ULEB on November 3, 2004, addressed such problems preemptively. Thereafter, the two entities have been organizing their competitions, mutually acknowledging each other's legal and administrative obligations and priorities. ULEB's teams are governed by FIBA regulations and as such by the NBA-FIBA agreement.
Employment Contract Principles and the Jim O'Brien Lawsuit
Before discussing the particulars of the O'Brien dispute, it is important to understand the underlying relevant contract law principles.
Termination for Just Cause
Termination for just cause implies that an employee may be terminated for behavior that violates the standards of job performance set by an employer. For example, an employee may fail to meet the requirements of the job. The expectations concerning job performance should be clearly stated in the employment contract (Sharp, Moorman, & Claussen, 2007) .
In some cases, the objectionable behavior may be criminal behavior that violates the morals clause of his/ her contract (Maddox v. University of Tennessee, 1995) . For example, in Maddox, an assistant football coach was effect when an employee has engaged in behavior that is unfavorable to the employer although not criminal in nature. The university has an interest in protecting itself should a coach engage in behavior that may bring ridicule violations of NCAA, conference, or university rules as grounds for termination. Usually, the types of rules violations that would lead to a termination for just cause are intentional violations of major rules or repeated, willful violations of minor rules (McKenzie v. Wright State University, 1996) .
The negotiated language in the termination for just cause clause epitomizes the competing interests between a coach and the university because the university prefers to have considerable leeway in identifying behavior that may be grounds for termination, whereas the employee wants to have the grounds delineated very narrowly. For example, a university may wish to include "any" criminal behavior as grounds for termination but the coach would try to negotiate for only a "felony involving moral turpitude" as grounds for termination. The coach would also try to exclude the rather nebulous language concerning "behavior unfavorable to the university" since that ambiguity would allow the university quite a bit of discretion in characterizing any behavior by a coach as grounds for termination. Ohio State alleged that O'Brien violated Section 4.1(d) of his employment contract that required him to "know, recognize, and comply" with all rules of the NCAA and to "immediately report to the AD" if he had "reasonable cause to believe that any person had violated such laws, policies or regulations" (O'Brien v. Ohio State Univ., 2006 Ohio Misc. LEXIS 52, ¶ 43). Ohio State argued that O'Brien's failure to report the loan he made to Radojevic violated this section and was a material breach of contract. Therefore, the university asserted that it could terminate O'Brien for just cause under Section 5.1(a) which stated that the university could terminate the contract if a material breach occurred. Section 5.1(b) was not mentioned as a reason for termination; that language referred to a rules violation committed by a coach that leads to a "major" infraction investigation by the NCAA or Big Ten Conference. The university received a notice from the NCAA that it was investigating the men's basketball program in May, 2005 . Three of the violations cited by the NCAA pertained to the Radojevic loan.
Section 5.1 of O'Brien's employment contract provided as follows: Termination for Cause -Ohio State may terminate this agreement at any time for cause, which, for the purposes of this agreement, shall be limited to the occurrence of one or more of the following: It is important to note that the termination for cause clauses in O'Brien's contract did not give Ohio State great latitude in terminating this coach. In fact, when O'Brien negotiated the renewal of his contract, his advisors negotiated very diligently on his behalf to arrive at termination for cause provisions that greatly favored O'Brien. Ohio State was willing to do so in view of the success that O'Brien had brought to the university's basketball team (Greenberg, 2006) . Therefore, there were only three reasons to terminate O'Brien for cause found in Section 5.1: a) its athletic programs." Section 5.1 (b) could not have been applicable when O'Brien was terminated in June, 2004 since no NCAA investigation had yet taken place. Ohio State did not attempt to argue that O'Brien's conduct was have been an error in legal strategy by the university.
breached the contract. The judge found as a "fact" that O'Brien made the loan for humanitarian reasons, not for a it should be noted that O'Brien still recruited Radojevic despite his play in a professional basketball league in "material breach" under §5.1 (a).
failure to perform that obligation defeats the essential purpose of the contract or makes it impossible for the other party to perform under the contract" (Williston on Contracts, 1972, Chapter § 63:3, ¶97 will be deprived; 3. the extent to which the party failing to perform… will suffer forfeiture; 4. the likelihood that the party failing to perform… will cure his failure, taking account of all the circumstances including any reasonable assurances; 5. the extent to which the behavior of the party failing to perform comports with standards of good faith and fair dealing ( ¶98-105).
In applying these criteria to this situation, the court found that the extent to which Ohio State was deprived argued. The court noted that, in its view, the NCAA sanctions were minor, the damage to Ohio State's reputation was minor, and the breach of trust was reparable. Further, the court found that O'Brien's forfeiture of salary and
Additionally, according to this court, O'Brien made a good faith effort to resolve the dispute and Ohio State did not. The court noted that NCAA compliance is important to the university BUT the wording of § 5.1(b) contemplated that the coach could retain employment during the NCAA investigation and remain employed unless serious sanctions were imposed. held that under broader contract terms not favoring the employee to such a degree the result would not be the same. A contract, opined the court, must honor the parties' agreement absent unconscionability, which was not applicable here. The Ohio Supreme Court in 2008 (2008 Ohio LEXIS 465) declined to hear a further appeal.
Responses and Critiques of the O'Brien Decision
As was established during the O'Brien litigation, Radojevic had signed a contract to play professional contract (O'Brien v. Ohio State Univ., 2006) . The acknowledgment by the coaching staff that Radojevic had thus crossed the professionalization threshold (Kaburakis, 2005) For these reasons, it may reasonably be construed that the Ohio courts erred in their examination of O'Brien's material breach and the aspects of contract law analyzed herein.
Within the community of college athletic administrators, the unfavorable outcome for Ohio State was a great cause for concern. In particular, the characterization of O'Brien's actions as "humanitarian" and that those actions Ohio Court of Appeals (Amici Curiae, No. 06-AP-946). This brief, which was joined by all of the other Big Ten schools, the Big Ten Conference, the Pac-10 Conference, the Big 12 Conference and eight other prominent Division I-A schools, urged the appellate court to consider O'Brien's actions under a very different light. The amici asserted that O'Brien's loan to Radojevic, even if for "humanitarian" reasons, should not excuse the act. Further, the amici argued that the violation was not technical, but went to the fundamental principles of amateurism. Also, the amici harm to Ohio State. In short, the amici made it clear that they viewed the Court of Claims' decision as quite harmful to the university prerogative of terminating employees who act in ways quite detrimental to a university's reputation.
The termination clauses of employment contracts with coaches must be drafted with care. Due to the continual turnover in the employment of big-time college coaches (Wieberg, 2008) , it becomes even more important to draft the termination clauses with great consideration since disputes over termination and buyout clauses are quite frequent. For example, in addition to the O'Brien dispute, West Virginia University (WVU) sued its former football coach, Rich Rodriguez, to recover $4 million allegedly owed by the coach after he breached his employment contract. After six months of litigation, Rodriguez paid $1.5 million to WVU. The University of Michigan, Rodriguez's current employer, also paid $2.5 million to WVU ("Michigan to pay $2.5 M…", 2008). Also, the University of Kentucky (UK) paid almost $3 million to Billy Gillispie, its former basketball coach, to settle a breach of contract and fraud lawsuit (Alessi, 2009). After Gillispie's departure, UK contracted with John Calipari to pay him approximately $32 million over 8 years (McMurray, 2009 ). Many constituents of colleges are becoming increasingly appalled by the astronomical sums paid to college coaches (Ryman, 2009 ) with some assistant football coaches' salaries well over $500,000 yearly (Person, 2009) . In this climate, students who aspire to the athletic director role must understand
The effective negotiation and drafting of coaching contracts in college athletic departments is premised upon the ability to use contract law and employment law principles knowledgeably. Bagley, in her book entitled Winning Legally (2005) , discussed a variety of ways in which businesses can use the law to create value, marshal resources, and manage risk. Rather than looking at law as an organizational constraint, managers should appreciate the empowering nature of the law. Law should not be viewed as an impediment but rather as a facilitator of value creation. Employees at any level of the organizational hierarchy may "discover opportunities to capture value by harnessing the power of the law" (Bagley, 2005, p. 3).
As Bagley (2005) pointed out in Winning Legally, there is a great opportunity for managers to use the law to gain a competitive advantage. The negotiation and drafting of employment contracts with coaches provides a great learning experience for students, especially those who hope to become athletic directors, to understand how these contracts can be used to create value for an organization as well as manage risk.
Although the judiciary may not have understood all of Ohio State's arguments in terms of the damage to its reputation, Ohio State did itself a disservice by failing to negotiate stronger termination for cause provisions. The athletic department and university that care only about hiring or retaining a winning coach.
In the aftermath of the O'Brien situation, Thad Matta, the successor to O'Brien, essentially "paid the price" for being his immediate successor. Matta signed a 10-year deal with Ohio State beginning in 2006 and ending in 2015. Ohio State, in an attempt to eliminate all the favorable "coach" language that it had drafted in its contract with O'Brien, went to great lengths to make sure that the contract with Matta could only be construed very favorably to grounds for termination. They include: 1) the "commission of a crime whether prosecuted or not…"; 2) a "failure which in OSU's reasonable judgment brings Coach into public disrepute, contempt, scandal or ridicule…"; 4) or repetitive or intentional violation has occurred) by Coach (or any other person under Coach's supervision and direction, including student-athletes) of any law, rule, regulation, constitutional provision, bylaw or interpretation A material breach of this agreement by Coach after receipt of a written notice from Ohio State specifying the act(s), conduct, or omission(s) constituting such breach, which breach cannot be or has not been cured within thirty (30) days after the date that a written notice by Ohio State identifying such breach is sent. (Employment Agreement between The Ohio State University and Thad M. Matta).
Matta's contract provides Ohio State with quite a number of occurrences that give rise to just cause for termination. "In drafting Matta's contract, OSU clearly was doing everything possible to avoid another problem like the O'Brien situation" (Greenberg, 2006, p. 221) .
Enforcement, Investigations, Infractions Committee and Appeals
Figures 9 and 10 and the updated resources provided by the NCAA (2010, March 24) describe the Enforcement process, which concludes with the Committee of Infractions (COI) decision, and the procedure at the Infractions Appeals Committee level, where COI decisions may be appealed. It is useful to note that in 2009 the NCAA Enforcement staff processed 24 major infractions cases. In 15 of those cases, the institutions and all parties involved agreed with the NCAA Enforcement staff as to the facts of the case, and they were settled by summary disposition.
(Bylaw 32.6) sent by the NCAA Enforcement staff to OSU on May 13, 2005, and received by OSU on May 16, 2005. These dates were procedurally crucial for the outcome of the OSU infractions' case. There is a general statute of limitations outlined in Bylaw 32.6.3. Investigations may only cover possible infractions that had occurred not earlier than four years prior to the institution receiving notice of the investigation. There is a three-pronged exception to this provision: (a) Allegations involving violations affecting the eligibility of a current student-athlete; (b) Allegations in a case in which information is developed to indicate a pattern of willful violations on the part of the institution or individual involved, which began before but continued into the four-year period; and academic or ethical-conduct regulations or that involve an effort to conceal the occurrence of the violation. In such cases, the enforcement staff shall have a one-year period after the date information concerning the matter becomes available to the NCAA to investigate and submit to the institution a notice of allegations concerning the matter. to investigate allegations beyond the four-year statute of limitations would be based on 32.6.3(b), in regard to a known intermediaries, and OSU representatives of athletics interests. The COI further applied the exception under 32.6.3(c), as these violations were considered blatant and willful, buoyed by O'Brien's conduct subsequent to the loan/improper inducement to Radojevic, as well as his overall effort to tacitly conceal the rules' violations from Ohio State and NCAA staff. Importantly, the COI found that the NCAA Enforcement staff would be able to use the one-year period subsequent to the information becoming available to the NCAA, and the key interpretation by the COI was that "submit" under 32.6.3(c) meant "sent" (NCAA, 2006, March 10, p. 13) .
Upon remand from the NCAA DI Infractions Appeals Committee (NCAA, 2007, May 9), however, application of 32.6.3(b) was deemed erroneous, via a strict interpretation of "pattern" and COI precedent (NCAA, 2007, April 13, pp. 13-14) . Neither was the exception of 32.6.3(c) applicable, as the Infractions Appeals Committee held that "submit" should stand for "received by the institution within the one-year period" (NCAA, 2007, April 13, p. 17) . The key procedural point was that the important date for the application of 32.6.3(c) would be construed as the date the institution received the notice of allegations, not the date the NCAA Enforcement staff mailed it. Thus, the Enforcement staff was held to have missed the one-year deadline by two days, as the Enforcement staff member any leads to allegations and contacts with any members of the NCAA Enforcement staff trigger the one-year clock of 32.6.3(c). 
Conclusion
There are important lessons to be learned from this multi-faceted case. From a contract law perspective, the O'Brien case is as instructive regarding the culture of big-time athletics as it is relevant to the foundational principles of contract law. If The Ohio State University had not been so anxious to renew the contract of Jim O'Brien, the university would have been able to negotiate a more favorable contract, particularly in regard to what behavior could be grounds for termination for just cause. Therefore, the contract was only as good as the circumstances allowed. Termination clauses, and in particular termination of the coach/employee for cause, need to be clearly drafted and connected to the coach's compliance duties.
In regard to NCAA Compliance, it is imperative for all stakeholders (e.g., coaches, administrators, prospects, representatives of athletics interests) to communicate transparently and be well-informed of legislative amendments, interpretations, and any policy of impact. For example, the question of whether Radojevic was still considered a prospect was a highly contested issue during O'Brien's litigation. It is generally accepted that a reasonably prudent coach should have known that recruiting a player with prior professional experience posed problems, let alone efforts in collaboration with their coaches. With unprecedented regulatory evolution pending (Proposal 2009-22 effective date: August 1, 2010; delayed enrollment portion effective date: August 1, 2011; for more analysis refer to Kaburakis, 2010b) , coaches and administrators need to be constantly ahead of developments, on the one hand ensuring they may secure a competitive advantage via timely application of contemporary policies, and on the other minimizing the chances of violating NCAA rules. Further, with COI precedent constantly contributing to a more constrained environment of Enforcement, NCAA and membership personnel need to communicate effectively and This case also presents the rare opportunity to look at such a factual scenario from a global perspective. It is important to realize there are several governing bodies and contributing actors that impact the legal handling of a prospect's case. Knowing how ADR mechanisms operate and the options for resolution afforded by the constituent internationally, and this case epitomizes the complex matrix of variables that impact a young athlete's participation in amateur and professional sport. It is a meaningful exercise to elucidate Radojevic's ensuing procedural entanglements in his professional basketball pursuits, subsequent to his recruitment by Ohio State.
Contract Law Teaching Notes
Contract law learning objectives, student questions and discussion points Learning objectives.
1) Students will appreciate the complexity of termination for cause clauses in employment contracts for coaches. 2) Students will appreciate the importance of negotiating the termination clauses with diligence. 3) of fact for a jury or a judge to determine, often without a full understanding of the environment of college coaching. 4) Students will understand the necessity of adopting a "worst case scenario" when drafting contracts.
Student questions.
The following questions related to the O'Brien case are offered as suggestions for student discussion and/or for written examination.
1) The Court of Claims' judge in this case interpreted the facts in favor of O'Brien when the judge characterized the loan as for humanitarian reasons and not to gain an improper recruiting advantage. What facts might support a more sinister interpretation of the coach's conduct?
Discussion points. O'Brien's "story" was inconsistent. If he really felt that Radojevic was ineligible to play
Then O'Brien changed his story again and told Geiger (then A.D.) that he thought Radojevic's eligibility could be restored.
2) 3) Discuss the implications of this decision relative to other colleges that may wish to terminate coaches "for cause."
Discussion points. This ruling may deter schools from trying to use the "for cause" provisions in coaches'
contracts. Often schools have chosen to take the easy way out in these types of situations by terminating the contract without cause and paying a buy-out, instead of risking litigation by the coach who has been terminated for cause. The interpretation of the facts here in favor of the coach, even if that interpretation seems misguided, is a deterrent to colleges that might be considering using the "for cause" provisions instead of buying out a coach who has acted in a less than honorable fashion. Discussion points. All three basketball coaches were highly sought after, and had an established record of success at different times and with different levels of leverage against the employing institution. With Calipari obviously having the most leverage and University of Kentucky being in need of urgent recruiting help and always faced with increased scrutiny by fans and media, that agreement is on the extreme end of contracts and its misconduct… and criminal conviction", "major violation", and the most impressive in favor of Calipari provisions on p. 14 of the agreement, whereby "it is not the intention of the parties to terminate the agreement for minor, offenses on which the coach would only have to document corrective action; there is no mention of "pattern" or repeated secondary violations, although one could construe those elevating the misconduct to ground for cause termination in cases where major infractions and penalties against Kentucky could be levied by the NCAA). Would one say that Matta's and O'Brien's contracts fall somewhere in between on the coach-institution continuum, and where would they fall? In hindsight, one would need to consider Matta's greatly favoring the institution, whereas O'Brien's apparently left a lot of room for interpretation, which eventually meant the coach had the upper hand in judicial proceedings. Calipari's contract, at least in certain aspects of the termination portion, also leaves room for interpretation, and in certain conditions favors the coach greatly.
NCAA Compliance Teaching Notes
International Recruiting Learning Objectives, Student Questions, and Discussions Points Learning objectives.
1) Students will learn the constitutional principles of the association.
2) Students will learn amateurism regulations, interpretations, parameters and exceptions.
3) may impact IPSAs. Students will learn the international federalized club-based governance system and be able to explain why it poses problems for IPSAs attempting to maintain amateur status in the NCAA.
Student questions.
1) Compare the stated purpose of the NCAA's amateurism policy to criticisms leveled by critics of the rules regarding the amateur status of IPSAs. Create a brief PowerPoint presentation that you would use at a meeting with all coaches in the athletic department. Ensure you educate coaches on aspects of the international federalized club-based structure of sport, the problems that exist due to the fact talented prospects frequently are promoted to the top-level clubs in the international system of sport governance, the steps of the process they need to consider, as well as the options the institution might have through the 1) Students will learn the SAR process. 2) Students will learn the ACP as part of the Eligibility Center review.
3) Students will have the opportunity to conduct SAR precedent research and trend analysis (LSDBi). 4) Students will learn how to monitor policy developments. 5) Students will learn how SAR is connected to other parts of NCAA operations (especially Amateurism Student questions. 1) In your own words and in your own style, create a process diagram of the SAR process.
3) The ncaa.org website and the LSDBi are used by the association to inform its member institutions of policy updates. Identify one proposed piece of legislation from two years ago, and summarize the life cycle of the legislation. 1) Students will learn the different structures of global sport governance impacting the interactions between sport governing bodies. 2) Students will be able to identify differences in structure, policy, culture, and practice impacting sport governing bodies and migrating athletes. 3) governance settings. 4) Students should attempt to develop a broad knowledge base of concepts and principles that overlap among different sport structures and assume a pluralistic view of sport governance and management.
1) Identify methods utilized to resolve disputes between international governing bodies.
2) What was the fundamental purpose of the NBA-FIBA agreement? What did this agreement consider a "player contract?" 3) What factors undergirded the Raptors decision to move for arbitration? 4) When the case went into arbitration, what were the two major questions that needed be answered by the arbitrator? 5) Create a grid or chart that summarizes the positions of the parties involved in the arbitration. 6) What factor ultimately led the arbitrator to conclude that Radojevic's contract with Buducnost was not a valid player contract under the terms of the NBA-FIBA agreement? 7a) Examine recent FAT awards (FIBA Arbitral Tribunal, n.d. c) to pinpoint key contract clauses and trends that led to successful claims brought by players, the number of cases that are successful for the claimant, and the amount of money awarded to the claimant. 7b) Select one case from the FAT database and assume the sides of claimant and respondent (e.g., the moving player, coach, agent, team). Conduct a moot arbitration in class based on the facts of the case. When possible, Discussion points. There are many cases of IPSAs using sport as the avenue toward a brighter future, especially are several key variables to consider, and the interactions among international sport governing bodies complicate and institutions. In addition, contemporary managers need to consider evolving trends, legal and policy progress, and changes in management practice, whilst amending outdated agreements and systems. Moreover, talented sport managers shall be able to substantially forecast nascent problems and ensuing economic, legal, policy, and management paradigm shifts in a very dynamic era of sport management. The Radojevic case presents ample examples of ways sport managers may instrumentally contribute to improving sport practice reality. 
